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Odors trigger various emotional responses such as fear of predator odors, aversion

to disease or cancer odors, attraction to male/female odors, and appetitive behavior

to delicious food odors. Odor information processing for fine odor discrimination,

however, has remained difficult to address. The olfaction and color vision share common

features that G protein-coupled receptors are the remote sensors. As different orange

colors can be discriminated by distinct intensity ratios of elemental colors, such as

yellow and red, odors are likely perceived as multiple elemental odors hierarchically

that the intensities of elemental odors are in order of dominance. For example, in a

mixture of rose and fox-unique predator odors, robust rose odor alleviates the fear

of mice to predator odors. Moreover, although occult blood odor is stronger than

bladder cancer-characteristic odor in urine samples, sniffer mice can discriminate bladder

cancer odor in occult blood-positive urine samples. In forced-choice odor discrimination

tasks for pairs of enantiomers or pairs of body odors vs. cancer-induced body odor

disorders, sniffer mice discriminated against learned olfactory cues in a wide range of

concentrations, where correct choice rates decreased in the Fechner’s law, as perceptual

ambiguity increased. In this mini-review, we summarize the current knowledge of how the

olfactory system encodes and hierarchically decodes multiple elemental odors to control

odor-driven behaviors.

Keywords: sniffer mouse behaviors, body odor disorder, biomarkers, fear and relaxation, odor discrimination, odor

information coding, cancer-characteristic odors

INTRODUCTION

The sense of smell functions as an extremely wide-ranging environmental sensor that informs us
about approaches to odor sources of delicious or decayed foods, predators or others, healthy or
diseased individuals, roses, other flowers, cedar trees, or camphor trees, etc. In addition, odors
trigger various emotional responses such as fear to predator odors, aversion to disease or cancer
odors, attraction to male/female odors, appetitive behavior to delicious food odors (for example for
predator odor: Varnet-Maury et al., 1984; Fendt et al., 2003; Kobayakawa et al., 2007; Matsukawa
et al., 2011; Murakami et al., 2012; Isosaka et al., 2015; Kondoh et al., 2016; Sato et al., 2017; for
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disease or cancer odors: Yamazaki et al., 2002; Matsumura et al.,
2010; Sato et al., 2017; Gervasi et al., 2018; Sato et al., 2021). Odor
information processing for fine odor discrimination, however,
has remained difficult to address.

Sensory-guided behaviors, especially by the vision and/or
olfaction in hazardous environments, are critical for survival and
reproduction in animals including humans. Vision and olfaction
share common features, which are as follows: (1) a set of G
protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) remotely discriminates and
detects various color/odor stimuli, (2) sensory cells encode them
into cellular signals with signal amplification via cyclic nucleotide
second messenger systems and cyclic nucleotide-gated cation
channels, and (3) elemental information in colors and odors
would be extracted in the third neurons in the visual/olfactory
pathway by addition and/or subtraction of signals between
multiple receptors via inhibitory signals (for color vision: Sharpe
et al., 1999; Burns and Lamb, 2004; Calkins, 2004; Coren et al.,
2004; for olfaction: Ishikawa et al., 2007; Sato et al., 2008, 2014,
2016a, 2018; Sato, 2019). By analogy to color vision, we modeled
odor information processing.

HIERARCHICAL ELEMENTAL
INFORMATION CODING

Hierarchical Elemental Color Coding
We can easily discriminate and find a red nandina fruit at the
front of green leaves, whereas it is more difficult to find a small
carrot on orange-colored leaves of Japanese maple. In the color
vision, different orange colors can be discriminated by distinct
intensity ratios of elemental colors, such as yellow and red.
It is likely in a hierarchical elemental color-coding, where the
dominancy of elemental colors is distinguished (Figure S1A).
Four elemental colors (corresponding to the four primary colors)
of blue (B), yellow (Y), green (G), and red (R) are essential
to describe differences between distinct color hues in humans.
The cone cells that detect color stimuli in different spectral
sensitivities are the first cells in the visual pathway (Calkins,
2004). There are only three types of cone cells, the short (S)-,
middle (M)-, and long (L)-wavelength sensitive in the retina
(Figures S1B,C) (Sharpe et al., 1999; Calkins, 2004; Coren et al.,
2004). The retinal ganglion cells, which are the third cells in the
visual pathway, represent the four elemental colors in the two
channels of Y/B and R/G (Calkins, 2004; Coren et al., 2004).
A schematic diagram indicates how four elemental colors of
Y/B and R/G are extracted in the ganglion cells by addition
and subtraction of signals between three L, M, and S signals
via inhibitory signals (Figure S1C) (Sharpe et al., 1999; Calkins,
2004; Coren et al., 2004). B, G, and R are S-, M-, and L-
unique elemental colors, respectively, whereas Y is the M- and
L-common elemental color being represented by the addition of
signals from L and M.

See the remaining parts in Supplementary Material.

Hierarchical Elemental Odor Coding
Enantiomeric pairs of mirror-image molecular structures are
difficult to resolve by instrumental analyses. The human olfactory
system, however, discriminates R(–)-carvone from its (+)-form

rapidly within seconds. As different relative strengths of Y and R
elemental colors for different orange colors, odors of the carvone
enantiomers differ in relative intensities of overlapped elemental
odors of sweet, fresh, and herbous (Figure 1A). R(–)-carvone
is fresher than S(+)-carvone, whereas S(+)-carvone is sweeter
than R(–)-carvone. In addition, the most prominent elemental
odors of R(–)- and S(+)-carvones are uniquely spearmint-like
and caraway-like odors, respectively. In a hierarchical elemental
odor coding, differences in the principal elemental odors
and/or relative elemental odor profiles allow easy discrimination
between similar but spearmint-like and caraway-like odors.
Similar to color vision, some evidence indicates that elemental
odors are extracted by addition and subtraction of signals
between cognate receptors and non-cognate receptors in the 3rd
neurons via inhibitory signals (Ishikawa et al., 2007; Sato et al.,
2007, 2016a,b,c, 2018; Matsukawa et al., 2011; Sato, 2019).

A schematic diagram of the main olfactory pathway from the
first neurons to the third neurons is illustrated in Figure 1B.
In mice, there are ca. 1,130 types of olfactory receptors (ORs),
which are alternatively expressed in olfactory sensory neurons
(OSNs) in either of the dorsal or ventral zone in a manner of
one neuron–one receptor (Malnic et al., 1999; Serizawa et al.,
2004). Axonal projection of OSNs expressing a given type of ORs
converges to one or two glomeruli in the olfactory bulb (OB)
in a manner of one glomerulus–one receptor (Mombaerts et al.,
1996), likely for an improved signal-to-noise ratio by integration
of signals from the identical ORs. At the glomerulus, the olfactory
pathway for signals from given ORs separates into two routes,
a sensitive signal pathway via tufted cells and a less-sensitive
and lateral inhibition-mediated sharper tuning signal pathway
via mitral cells (Igarashi et al., 2012). Neighboring configuration
of glomeruli for signals from ORs for structurally-resemble
odorants (Takahashi et al., 2004) would facilitate sharpening
their overlapped tuning specificities via lateral inhibition from
periglomerular cells and/or granule cells in the OB. This is a
part of the decorrelation of strongly overlapped OR signals in
postsynaptic circuitry in the OB (Friedrich et al., 2009; Niessing
and Friedrich, 2010;Wiechert et al., 2010; Gilra and Bhalla, 2015).

There are seven olfactory cortical areas, which directly receive
output signals from the OB tufted/mitral cells, the anterior
olfactory nucleus (AON), the anterior piriform cortex (aPC),
the posterior piriform cortex (pPC), the amygdala (AMY), the
amygdalo-piriform transition area (Amy-PirTA), the entorhinal
cortex (EC), and the olfactory tubercle (OT) (Figure 1B). Among
them, only the AON and the ventro-rostral region of the aPC
(aPCvr) receive the output signals from the OB tufted cells via
the sensitive pathway (Haberly and Price, 1977; Matsutani et al.,
1989; Ekstrand et al., 2001; Igarashi et al., 2012). In addition, only
in the aPC, odor responses immediately develop a much greater
inhibitory component (surface-positive local field potentials) of
the feedforward inhibitory signals from the aPCvr compared to
an initial small excitatory component (surface-negative local field
potentials) (Ishikawa et al., 2007; Sato et al., 2008). Like the
extraction process of the Y elemental color by the addition of
L and M signals and subtraction of S signals, the feedforward
inhibitory signals in the aPC could drive stimulus-characteristic
elemental odor-enhancing hierarchical odor coding by input
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FIGURE 1 | Hierarchical elemental odor coding in olfaction. (A) Schematic diagram of similar but different odors of carvone enantiomers in a hierarchical elemental

odor coding. Predicted relative intensities of elemental odors differ between the enantiomers. (B) Olfactory pathway from the olfactory epithelium to the olfactory

cortex (Modified from Sato et al., 2008). Pyramidal cells in the anterior piriform cortex, where elemental odors are likely represented by addition and subtraction

between signals from multiple receptors via the feedforward inhibitory signals, are the third neurons from sensory neurons (Sato et al., 2007, 2014). Predator odors

activate the amygdala, the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BST), and the anterior pituitary resulting in an increase of adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) to

reduce fear stress (see Matsukawa’s review in this collection). (C) Schematic diagram of receptor signal integrations for principal elemental odors among cognate

receptors by inhibitory signals (Sato et al., 2007, 2014, 2016c). These are the cases of carvone enantiomers at the initial phase of odor response and around the peak

of receptor responses (See text for the details).

synchrony between identical OR signals and between cognate OR
signals from mitral cells after mutual inhibition (Sato et al., 2008,
2014, 2015, 2016a, 2018).

We have found direct evidence for the feedforward inhibition-
driven hierarchical enhancement of a given elemental odor in
an odor mixture. It is well-known that a fox-unique compound,
2,5-dihydro-2,4,5-trimethylthiazoline (TMT), induces fear stress
responses in mice as an olfactory cue of the predator, increasing
in plasma adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH). Signals from
ORs for TMT are sent to the bed nucleus of stria terminalis
(BST) via the Amy-PirTA for releasing plasma ACTH (Kondoh
et al., 2016). Surprisingly, a rose odor alleviates the fear stress of
mice to the life-threatening TMT odor via a reduced feedforward
inhibition (Matsukawa et al., 2011, see Matsukawa’s review in
this collection). This result can be interpreted as rose odor-
induced feedforward inhibition-driven rose odor enhancement

by input synchrony but not for TMT odor enhancement. This
also suggests that a present of a bouquet of old roses is a good
plan to relieve a female’s stress on the first date.

In addition, a novel method using wavelet time-frequency
power profiles revealed a change in odor information redundancy
in the aPC pyramidal cells by the addition of multiple receptor
signals, that is, a change from “an odor experience-dependent
correlation in input signals to the aPC pyramidal cells” to
“an odor identity-dependent correlation in output signals from
the aPC pyramidal cells” (Sato et al., 2016a). Thus, the aPC
pyramidal cells correspond to the retinal ganglion cells for
extracting elemental colors or odors in the third neurons in the
sensory pathway.

Regarding temporal order-dependency of information
processing by input signals of activated ORs to carvone
enantiomers, in the initial phase of response, the most sensitive
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ORs for a given carvone enantiomer are first activated and
integrated with the aPC pyramidal cells via feedforward
inhibition, resulting in clearly different elemental odor profiles
with a partial overlap between the two carvone enantiomers
(Figure 1C) (Sato et al., 2014, 2015, 2016c, 2018). Around
the peak of the response, much more ORs are activated and
contribute to enantiomer-characteristic elemental odors more
than enantiomer-common elemental odors by input synchrony-
driven OR signal integrations and mutual inhibitions, resulting
in auxiliary weaker and common elemental odors adding to
prominent odorant-characteristic elemental odors (the right
part of Figure 1C). This stimulus-driven characteristic elemental
odor enhancing system likely enables us to easily discriminate
between various similar odors (Hamana et al., 2003).

See the remaining parts in Supplementary Material.

GENETIC ABLATION OF ALL DORSAL
OLFACTORY RECEPTORS IMPAIRS
ENANTIOMER ODOR DISCRIMINATION
AND SENSITIVITIES TO SOME ODORANTS

Next, we examined the effects of OR deletion on odor
discrimination. Wild-type (WT) mice displayed an exquisite
“supersensitive detection” (black star) and similar “supersensitive
discrimination” (black bar) to enantiomeric odor pairs of
wine lactones and carvones in an odor plume-guided Y-maze
behavioral assays (Figure S2A) (Sato et al., 2015). Surprisingly,
by genetic ablation of all dorsal ORs, 1D mice retained
the supersensitivity to R(–)-carvone and selectively reduced
sensitivity to S(+)-carvone with a 104-fold higher detection
threshold (red star). More surprisingly, 1D mice displayed an
extremely reduced discrimination sensitivity for R(–)- vs. S(+)-
carvone odors with a 1010-fold higher discrimination threshold
(red bar) compared to those of WT mice (Figure S2A) (Sato
et al., 2015). The similarly high detection sensitivity of 1D
mice for R(–)-carvone indicates the existence of highly sensitive
ventral ORs, which are yet identified as well as the most sensitive
dorsal ORs to S(+)-carvone. Nevertheless, this impaired odor
discrimination for R(–)- vs. S(+)-carvone could not be explained
by the combinatorial receptor coding scheme (Malnic et al.,
1999), because receptor codes for R(–)- and S(+)-carvones
definitely differ each other even after deletion of all dorsal ORs
(marked by the cross) (ventral OR codes without the cross
mark in Figures S2C,D). This is a discrimination paradox in
the combinatorial receptor coding scheme (Sato et al., 2015).
Instead, the hierarchical elemental odor coding scheme enables
to explain these unusual changes in thresholds for enantiomeric
odor detection and discrimination by genetic ablation of all
dorsal ORs. As described in Supplementary Material, the dorsal
helix-8-2nd-Glu car-5∗ OR would be a key OR for enhancing
R(–)-carvone-unique elemental odors via initially activated
feedforward inhibitory signals. If this is the case, the deletion
of the key OR, the dorsal helix-8-2nd-Glu car-5∗, likely leads
to impair to represent a prominent or robust auxiliary R(–)-
carvone-unique spearmint-like odor in the aPC pyramidal cells
and results in prominent R(–)-/S(+)-carvone-common sweet

and herbous odors via signals from car-266 OR (enclosed in
the orange rectangle) and its cognate ventral ORs. Ventral ORs
would be less sensitive to S(+)-carvone than the most sensitive
dorsal ORs. Thus, the remaining less sensitive ventral ORs
are unlikely to represent robust signals of S(+)-carvone-unique
caraway-like odor via feedforward inhibitory signals. Moreover,
1D mice also retain a similar sensitivity to TMT as WT mice
but cannot recognize the TMT odor as a predator-characteristic
odor, resulting in no fear response (Kobayakawa et al., 2007). Our
model provides a more nuanced resolution of the enantiomer
odor discrimination paradox.

See additional supporting evidence in
Supplementary Material.

BLADDER- AND PROSTATE-CANCER
ODOR DETECTION AND DISCRIMINATION

Next, we asked how sensitively sniffer mice can discriminate
urinary olfactory cues such as genetically determined body
odors, diet-modified body odors, and cancer-induced body
odor disorders. In forced-choice odor discrimination, behavioral
assays in an odor plume-guided Y-maze, sniffer mice showed
odor discrimination thresholds of 5.7 × 10−10 v/v and 2.6 ×

10−6 v/v for bladder cancer odor and dietary variations of body
odors in healthy volunteers, respectively (on the gray dashed
line of a linear regression model in Figures 2A,B) (Sato et al.,
2017). The %Correct of odor choice for a learned olfactory
cue decreased semi-logarithmically in Fechner’s law around
the threshold, as the concentration of urine sample decreased
(Figure 2). This decrease in %Correct of odor choice indicates a
semi-logarithmic increase in perceptual ambiguity of sniffer mice
in odor discrimination.

Interestingly, the genetic ablation of all dorsal ORs elevated
odor discrimination thresholds (2.9 × 10−4 v/v) for bladder
cancer odor by 5 × 105-fold (on the red dashed line of
a linear regression model in Figure 2A) (Sato et al., 2017).
In addition, 1D mice also showed a >105-fold elevation in
odor discrimination threshold for healthy volunteers’ dietary
variations of body odors, resulting in the inability of 1D mice
to discriminate the urinary odor pair of healthy volunteers
(Figure 2B) (Sato et al., 2017). These great reductions in body
odor discrimination sensitivity by the dorsal OR ablation again
support a hierarchical enhancement of body odor-characteristic
elemental odor via feedforward inhibition activated by dorsal
ORs. Notably, odor detection threshold of 1Dmice was elevated
by 104-fold for n-hexanoic acid, to which dorsal class-I ORs
are sensitive, whereas that of 1D for n-decanoic acid, to which
ventral ORs are sensitive, was similar to that of WT mice (our
unpublished data).

An olfactory cue of prostate cancer odor resulted in an
extremely low odor discrimination threshold of 9.2 × 10−15

v/v (on the gray dashed line in Figure 2C) (Sato et al., 2021).
A linear regression model of %Correct vs. log(conc.) around
the threshold again indicates a semi-logarithmically increased
perceptual ambiguity of sniffer mice in odor discrimination
(Figure 2C). We found eight biomarkers with different profiles
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FIGURE 2 | Odor discrimination thresholds of wild-type (WT) and 1D mice for bladder and prostate cancers and healthy volunteer dietary variation (Sato et al., 2017,

2021). (A) Odor discrimination of WT (black closed circles) and 1D mice (red open squares) between equi-occult blood pre**- vs. post*-transurethral resection

(post*-TUR) urine mixture (Um) of five patients with bladder cancer (Sato et al., 2017). 1D mice showed a marked elevation of discrimination threshold for bladder

cancer odor (pre-TUR odor) vs. post-TUR odor. Post-assays, 10−6 pre**- vs. post*-TUR Um and identical Um pair: 10−6 pre**- vs. pre**-TUR Um. The percent correct

(%Correct) for a training odor pair−10−5 R-(–) carvone [(–)car] (w/w) vs. solvent [di(propylene)glycol] just before the urine discrimination assay is shown on the left side.

Linear regression models are shown around the thresholds (gray or red dashed lines). Two alternative forced choice assays with target vs. non-target odors were

performed in a Y-maze. Tasks performed at thresholds are marked by the star. Chain lines indicate the %Correct significantly above chance performance (P = 0.05).

Black arrowheads indicate chance levels (50%). (B) Urine odor discrimination between a pair of healthy (H) urine mixtures—six volunteers’ 1st-3rd sample (H1–3) vs.

4th-6th sample (H4–6) Um. 1D mice could not discriminate the healthy volunteer urine pair. Post assays: 10−7 and 10−5 (–)car vs. solvent for WT and 1D mice,

respectively. (C) Odor discrimination of sniffer mice between equal-occult blood pre‡- vs. post†-radical prostatectomy (post†-RP) Um of five patients with prostate

cancer (Sato et al., 2021). Post-assays, 10−4 P:Um pair: 10−4 pre‡- vs. post†-RP P:Um, 10
−6 N:Um pair: pre**- vs. post*-TUR of bladder cancer N:Um and identical

P:Um pair: 10−4 pre‡- vs. pre‡-RP P:Um. The percent correct (%Correct) for a training odor pair−10−6 N:Um pair just before the prostate cancer urine discrimination

assay is shown on the left side. On the right side, the identical %Correct between pairs of pre‡- vs. post†-RP Um and post‡-RP + biomarker (BM) Um (prostate cancer

odor mimic) vs. post†-RP Um, and by chance choice for identical pre‡-RP Um pair are shown. Extra-dilution rates for equal-occult blood Ums are 1/13** v/v, 1/6* v/v,

1/50‡ v/v, and 1/2† v/v. The lower panel shows concentrations (ppb) (-fold of healthy control) of respective peak compounds in the respective original samples, and

concentration′′ (ppq) in the (106 × extra rate)-fold diluted urine samples. (E) After neoadjuvant endocrine therapy. “≈” means <2 ratios of paired sample

(Continued)
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FIGURE 2 | concentrations. Biomarker compounds for peaks are #81, phenol; #101, dimethyl succinate; #104, acetophenone; #109, 2-phyenyl-2-propanol; #119,

3,5,5-trimethyl-2-cyclohexenone; #123, dimethyl glutarate; #152, piperitone; #155, 2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone; #165, 2,6-di(propan-2-yl)phenol. (D) Odor

discrimination thresholds of sniffer mice for urinary olfactory cues (Sato et al., 2017, 2021). Odor discrimination ranges (downward arrows) and thresholds (stars) of

WT (black plots) and 1D mice (red plots) for urinary olfactory cues are shown. Observed threshold differences indicate that urinary olfactory cues increase in the

following order: dietary variation < bladder cancer < occult blood < prostate cancer (after neoadjuvant endocrine therapy) < antibiotic drug metabolites < prostate

cancer. 1D mice exhibited reduced odor discrimination sensitivities, compared to WT mice; degrees of sensitivity reductions due to ablation of dorsal olfactory

receptors are indicated by the red upward arrows. Range of actual concentrations of urine mixture samples for prostate cancer examination in 106-fold diluted

equal-occult blood conditions ranged from 1.0 × 10−6 v/v (black open circle) to 7.1 × 10−9 v/v (gray open circle). (E) Schematic diagram for discrimination between

similar but distinct cancer odors (Sato et al., 2021). The sniffer mice would discriminate disease-biomarker odors based on the relative ratio of biomarkers for cancers

(cancer-characteristic + cancer-common compounds) vs. urine-characteristic compounds. Overlapping regions contain compounds common to different cancers or

cancers and healthy variations, leading to odor similarity, whereas non-overlapping regions contain status-characteristic compounds, leading to an odor-cue

mismatch.

for prostate and bladder cancers and validated the biomarker
profile as the olfactory cue of prostate cancer odor even in a
urine sample from patients after radical prostatectomy (BM +

pst‡-P:Um, Figure 2C) (Sato et al., 2021). In the post assays,
an identical odor pair (Id. P:Um) resulted in odor choice at
the chance level and the learned odor pair made the sniffer
mice possible to discriminate them again at a high correct rate,
although the urinary biomarkers were at similar concentrations
of ppq between pre‡- and post†-RP P:Um. These post assays
confirmed that the sniffer mice basically choose one of the
Y-maze branches by olfactory cues but not by visual cues.
In addition, the prostate cancer-characteristic odor would be
perceived as relatively stronger elemental odors compared to
urine-common elemental odors (Figure 2E) (Sato et al., 2021).
In fact, prostate cancer-induced 22- to 2,600-fold increases in
nine biomarker concentrations, whereas bladder cancer induced
2- to 40-fold increases only in two biomarkers (the lower panel
of Figure 2C) (Sato et al., 2021). Prostate or bladder cancer-
characteristic odors would be represented and automatically
enhanced in a hierarchical elemental odor coding scheme by
feedforward inhibition activated by signals from helix-8-2nd-Glu
ORs most sensitive to some of the nine biomarkers. Notably, our
results suggested that a neoadjuvant endocrine therapy reduced
the prostate cancer odor and the biomarker concentrations
by 2,500-fold (for threshold concentrations) and 1.6–3.8-fold,
respectively, suggesting a reduced tumor volume.

Finally, our data indicate that intensities of urinary olfactory
cues increase in the order of dietary variation < bladder
cancer < occult blood < prostate cancer after neoadjuvant
endocrine therapy < antibiotic drug metabolites < prostate
cancer (Figure 2D) (Sato et al., 2021). Although a genetically
determined body odor (like body odor fingerprints) is weaker
than dietary variation in mice, sniffer mice can discriminate such
a weak olfactory cue in a urine sample (Schaefer et al., 2002; Kwak
et al., 2008).

SHARED FEATURES BETWEEN HUMANS
AND MICE

The helix-8 2nd residues of ORs are 91% (248/273) identical
between humans and mice in class-I [93% (39/42), Glu and Gln]
and class-II [90% (204/226), Glu, Gln, and Asp] ORs, and TAARs
[100% (5/5), Trp] (Sato et al., 2018). See additional information

and the shared elemental odors of vanilla, creamy and cinnamon
between murine OR codes and human perception (Furudono
et al., 2009) in Supplementary Material.

FUTURE STUDIES

The olfactory system is comprised of the most complicated
neural network. There are more than hundreds of ORs with
one of helix-8-2nd-Glu, Gln, Asp, Trp, and minor Lys/His
(for off-response?), which would differ in specific interaction
with G

αolf or Gαi leading to different rapidity and robustness
of cellular responses in OSNs. In addition, quite similar or
different odorants-activated OR signals are processed separately
and/or interactively in seven distinct olfactory cortical areas. In
this odor information processing, one of the key processes is
a constantly rapid and specific interaction between ORs and
G

αolf, because variable binding kinetics of OR–G
αolf interaction

could cause changes in an order of signal inputs from ORs
to the brain between higher and lower affinities to a given
odorant resulting in unlikely sniffing-by-sniffing variation in
odor representations. Type-specific stable interaction sites in
the C-terminal region of G protein have been proposed (Flock
et al., 2017), but counterpart residues of GPCRs have been
not identified (Sato, 2019). Compared to entirely low sequence
homology of GPCRs, the highly conserved helix-8 2nd residue
in groups for identical best ligands and specific G protein types
would confer distinct functional roles of helix-8-2nd-residue
classified GPCRs in their signaling pathways. Based on these
principles, we will understand the details of the complicated odor
information processing for behavioral controls in the olfactory
system with decorrelation of strongly overlapped OR signals
in postsynaptic circuitry in the OB and the sensitive and less-
sensitive OR signal routes from the OB to the aPC (Matsutani
et al., 1989; Igarashi et al., 2012). See an additional part in
Supplementary Material.
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